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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
REPORT

To: Scrutiny Panel Subject:
Report on Special Uplift

From: Head of Environment and Estates Performance

Date: 20 August 2014 Ref: KW/HM

Introduction

1.1 The purpose of this briefing is to provide an update to the panel on the impact of the
recent changes to service delivery on the special uplifts service performance.

2. Background

2.1 Members will recall that a report was approved by the Regeneration and Environmental
Services Committee on 28 January, 2014, which outlined changes which would
maintain the efficiency of the service, whilst at the same time addressing financial,
recycling and health and safety issues. These changes were effective from 1 April,
2014 in all areas, with the service now being provided by means of a seven day
operation. The report is attached as Appendix 1.

2.2 The main impacts of the report were as follows:

a) The introduction of a revised charging policy, where uplift requests were of a
refurbishment or home improvement in nature, or related to the fabric of the
property;

b) The introduction of operational service requirements that would achieve compliance
with the recommendations of a Health and Safety Manual Handling Review,
conducted in May 2013; and

c) Promote the use of the 7 Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC), in that
waste would be brought to the sites directly in segregated fractions, improving both
overall recycling performance, and reducing the gate fees then paid to processors
for treatment and disposal.

3. Considerations

3.1 Charging Policy

a) The impacts of the revised policy on charging are at an early stage, as there has
been considerable bedding in of the new arrangement. From analysis of the
tonnage and financial profiles, it would appear that householders, when being
advised of the potential charge in accordance with the revised policy for uplifts are
taking action as at 2.2(c) above, by either arranging with the contractor at source to
remove the material when the work is taking place, or by visiting the HWRC.

b) The first case is clearly the more efficient for the Council, as overall waste tonnage
drops and no gate fee is incurred. The second case is also productive, as the
material when segregated incurs a much smaller gate fee, or can realise an income
stream in certain cases, e.g. mixed scrap sold on to processors at a current rate of



E120/tonne. Scrap metal, taken to a processor as part of a mixed uplift, incurs a
gate fee of around £80/tonne.

c) Analysis shows that the tonnage collected by the uplift crews from April to July
2014 is 1841 tonnes compared to 2563 tonnes in the similar period last year, a
drop of 682 tonnes. It is too early to attribute this drop to the positive effects of the
heavier waste being diverted as envisaged, as seasonal factors can greatly
influence waste production, but it is safe to assume that a degree of this drop must
be as a direct result. If this waste is being taken away at the time of refurbishment
by contractors, the Council will in effect save the gate fee in the region of
£80/tonne, and also the associated labour and transport costs of the service.

d) Similar analysis on fly tipped material over the period shows a total of 1172 tonnes
this year compared to 1202 tonnes last year, and again, whilst this can be seasonal
in nature, there does not appear to have been a significant increase in this problem.

3.2 Health and Safety Considerations

a) Sections 3.3 to 3.7 of the Committee Report were proposed to achieve the
recommendations of a Manual Handling Assessment conducted in May 2013.
(Appendix 2).

b) Although the revised arrangements have only been fully implemented in the last
month, it is already clear from the uplift crews that the more rigid application of a
front of property collection is having a very positive impact on reduction of the
working load. This location change, which is also being used widely in neighbouring
authorities, greatly reduces carry distance and hazards for the crews, and, when
coupled with the weight restrictions on items, is making the task safer and more
efficient. It is hoped therefore that this, over time, will show benefits in terms of
accident reduction and improved attendance levels.

c) Householders are now given an actual day of collection, which due to the improved
efficiency, can be met with confidence. The percentage of those jobs completed on
the day stated is high, as larger jobs can be managed better where they can be
assessed for size prior to the visit. The new system has also reduced overall
waiting times for uplifts in general.

d) It should be noted however, that Contact Centre staff have been very active, in
ensuring that householders who require assistance are accommodated, and in
providing detailed advice on the changes. The Council website is fully updated with
information on how the new system works, and a considerable proportion of the
uplifts are now being requested directly through this portal. Crews are also
undergoing specific refresher training to ensure the service users are receiving the
proper details required as the system changes.

e) Crews are therefore being advised that in specific cases, the material will be at the
back of the property, or indeed inside the property, if that is what is required. Front
of property is in fact not always the best location for all involved, and agreements
are being reached where the rear of premise is best, at the time of the call, e.g.
streets in the Kirkwood and Kirkshaws areas of Coatbridge are more ably accessed
from the back of property.

f) As was stated in Section 3.9 of the report, bereavement uplift requests have been
unaffected by these changes, in these cases, visits take place to offer the
maximum assistance to address the service users needs.



3.3 Recycling and Financial Impacts

Recycling Impacts:

a) Waste generation can be very seasonal in nature, and can also be heavily
influenced by economic factors. It will therefore require some time before the
relatively small tonnage variations that result from these changes become
apparent. However, as stated at 3.1 above, where this material is being
segregated, and delivered directly to the processors in this form, the diversion rates
will be much higher and therefore our overall recycling rates will increase.

Financial Impacts

b) Comparison of the first 4 financial periods of the last two years shows that income
from the changes has increased, and is likely to increase further as the changes
impact fully.

WMS Special Uplift Income

P1−P4 P1−P4 as at

Waste Type 2013/14 2014/15 11/08/14

Domestic £167 £1,372 £1,505

Whilst this increase in income is welcome, the actual value of the tonnage being fully
diverted is of more significance as described at Section 3.1.c above. If the tonnage
drop realised in the same period, from P1 to P4, of 682 tonnes can be attributed to
impact of the revised policy, this will provide a potential gate fee saving of £20k over
the course of the full financial year.

4. Recommendation

The Scrutiny Panel are asked to note the content of this report.

LhL'−

KENNETH WILSON
HEAD OF ENVIRONMENT AND ESTATES
Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information on this report, please contact Henry
Morgan, Business Manager Waste Management (Operations) on 01698 504070

Appendix I: Committee Paper of 28 January, 2014: Proposed Changes to Specail Uplifts
Requirements



Appendix 2: Manual Handling Assessment of May 2013 : Part 5 Summary of
Recommendations

Link to Committee Paper
Environmental Committee Report

Link to committee Minute − Pg 118 refers
Committee Minutes

Links to Contact Centre Guidance

Website information on Special Uplifts

Examples of what can be uplifted and what is chargeable



AGENDA ITEM No.
.T7.

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

REPORT

To: ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES COMMITTEE Subject: SPECIAL UPLIFTS:

From: HEAD OF ENVIRONMENT AND ESTATES PROPOSED CHANGES TO SERVICE
REQUIREMENTS

Date: 28 JANUARY 2014 Ref: KW/JB/HM

Purpose of the Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide detail of the current position regarding the special uplift
service and to seek approval for proposed alterations to the service.

2 Background

2.1 North Lanarkshire Council special uplift service has accommodated an average of 92,000
requests, (inclusive of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) uplifts), each year since
2010/11. In the period from April to September 2013 a total of 49,780 requests have been
processed, which should projects to 91,134 requests for the current year.

2.2 The current policy provides for three free uplifts per property with a charge of £15 for any additional
uplifts in that year. In addition, the service has the capacity to charge £40 for uplifts which involve
major refurbishments. This charging policy raised £1,058.00 in revenue, after VAT reduction, in the
2012113 financial year. Analysis of the requests received indicates that the vast majority of
residents are able to remain within the generally allocated 3 free uplifts per year.

2,3 The cost of providing the service offered is significantly increased by the disposal of materials
associated with commercial home improvements and builder's materials such as kitchens,
bathroom suites, slabs, bricks and other items associated with the fabric of the building. The
Council's recycling performance would be greatly improved if this material was removed as part of
the refurbishment, or alternatively, if the resident disposes of the material into the segregated
streams at a Household Waste Recycling Centre. This would also generate financial savings due
to waste avoidance and gate fee reductions.

2.4 The Council operates seven high standard Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC), and
there is an increasing need to utilise community based recycling, which promotes waste
segregation and waste reduction, Consequently, the emphasis should be in encouraging the
greater use of these facilities as it drives down costs and Increases our recycling performance.

2.5 As identified in previous reports to committee, uplift requests are arranged through an area based
booking system which allocates slots across North Lanarkshire. At present, there is no limit on the
size of the uplift, and this means that uplifts such as those described in Section 2.3, can take the
crews excessive time and multiple disposal runs to complete. This adversely impacts on the ability
to complete all of the allocated slots for that day. One of the key Improvements we could enhance,
identified in user survey returns, is that householders prefer, and expect that their uplift will be
completed on the day they are initially allocated, and this is much more likely where we do not
encounter the larger uplift types. The presence of these larger uplifts within the mainstream is
therefore disruptive to the service, and detracts from the service provided overall to householders.
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3 Proposals I Considerations

3.1 The proposal is that the £15 charge for special uplifts in excess of three per year be retained.
However, it is recommended requests arising from refurbishments and home improvements should
attract a realistic charge of £100. This sum is based on current employee and plant costs, together
with the gate fee and landfill tax elements of the waste disposal. Instances have been encountered
in the past where the cost of dealing with such uplifts can exceed £200 when the whole costs of
the uplift are examined. The items covered by this proposal would include building materials such
as rubble, slabs, kitchen refurbishments, bathroom refurbishments and similar materials, subject to
assessment by Council staff.

3.2 On receipt of an uplift request Involving refurbishment, a waste management supervisor would visit
the location, agree the uplift with the householder and inform the contact centre of this indicating
the date for the job. This would then be completed at a cost of £100. The householder would be
reminded at this visit, that the material can be disposed of free of charge, If it is taken to one of our
Household Waste Recycling Centres and suitably recycled.

3.3 It is proposed that special uplifts, when being booked, should comprise no more than ten (10)
household items. These items will include any Item taken into or out of the house, but not to
Include the fabric of the building, or those items identified previously in paragraphs 2.3 and 3.1
above. This item limit is well within the scope of the vast majority of uplifts received at present,
however, where the householder exceeds ten items they would be advised at that time that there
second or third entitlement is required to complete the full uplift.

3.4 Bags for uplift should not exceed twenty (20) In number, and each bag must not be in excess of
10kg in weight. Where more bags than this are present, the householder again would be
encouraged to use the recycling facilities at the nearest HWRC. As each uplift is booked, the
number of available slots would reduce accordingly at the contact centre, until the all slots
available are exhausted.

3.5 WEEE goods and white goods are collected separately In accordance with existing legislative
directive and good practice. It is proposed that there are no restrictions on the number of WEEE
requests or levy any costs for these types of uplift.

3.6 All items for uplift must be presented at the nearest point to the location that the vehicle will utilise
for the job. This will predominantly be at the front of the property, or on occasions, at the side of the
property. This single change In practice, from the former methods where householders would stack
material at the rear of their property, would greatly reduce the work required, and the hazards
presented to the crews, and therefore improve the overall efficiency and safety of the uplift. Again
customer surveys have shown that, where the customer is confident that the uplift will be
completed on the day they have been given, they have less of a problem with the material being
placed at the front of the house for a short period.

3.7 All uplifts should be presented in accordance with the instructions issued by the contact centre at
the point of booking. Any deviations from the presentation criteria will result Initially in the
householder receiving correspondence from the crew, indicating why the uplift could not be
completed, and the appropriate action required for the uplift to be completed. If required, a visit
from a WMS supervisor will be arranged, who can advise of the appropriate action to conclude the
uplift request. This could include, but is not limited to, re−presentation of the items, cancelling of the
job until operational health and safety concerns have been met, or arranging further visits to allow
completion.
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3.6 As previously stated, service users will be encouraged to utilise the Household Waste Recycling
Centres for segregated disposal of all other items. This would be the recommended action for all
items resultant from renovations, and include kitchens, bathrooms, builder's rubble, slabs, central
heating systems and other refurbishment materials. The request for uplift must be made by the
householder, and not the contractor tradesman performing the work.

3.9 It is not proposed to change the bereavement special uplift service. In these cases, a WMS
supervisor would arrange to visit the location, and agree the uplift with the contact centre and the
deceased's representative. The WMS supervisor has full authority in such situations to ensure the
matter is dealt with as courteously and promptly as possible.

4 Financial Considerations

4.1 The proposals now ensure that the nature of a chargeable special uplift is more clearly defined. It
is anticipated that revenue generated from the service will increase, principally due to
refurbishment uplifts now recovering the true cost to the service.

4.2 Any Increase In the cost of refurbishment material being processed through the Household Waste
Recycling Centres, will be more than offset, by the reduction in the gate fee costs of disposing of
the material collected from the household directly by the crew.

4.3 By way of Illustration, the tonnage disposed of this year from the special uplift service will be in the
region of 9,114 Tonnes. This has a disposal cost averaging £79 per tonne, equating to £720,006
per annum. The operational cost of the service Is £1,144,081 meaning an overall cost to the
council around £204 per tonne, or £20.45 per uplift.

4.4 Where material is taken to the HWRC, the financial situation would still improve, as the gate fees
payable in the case of segregated wood and rubble are in the region of £10 and £3 per tonne
respectively, with scrap metal recovering an income of £140 per tonne for the Council.

4.5 The proposals outlined in this report will have a positive Impact in reducing the gate fees incurred,
or by waste reduction, due to it transferring from the domestic waste stream into more commercial
streams.

5. Staffing and Corporate Considerations

5.1 The special uplift service will not fundamentally change. However, the constituent parts of the uplift
will be redefined to ensure compliance with manual handling regulations, service risk assessments
and safe systems of work.

5.2 The proposed changes are expected to have a positive impact on the attendance levels within
Waste Management Services, and will significantly reduce the risk of industrial injuries attributed to
lifting and carrying.

5.3 There are no staffing level implications as a result of the above proposal.

S. Recommendations
It is proposed that the Committee:

6.1 Approves the proposals to ensure that the content of a special uplift is more clearly defined, that
the limits on uplifts per annum are retained, and that refurbishment uplifts are taken in future on the
basis of full cost recovery;

6.2 Approves the content of the report regarding the proposal to refine certain operational
requirements of the service, noting the likelihood of improved crew health and safety, efficiency
and user satisfaction;
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6.3 Notes the retention of the cap on the number of routine uplifts for residents within North
Lanarkshire Council at three (3) uplifts per annum, and approves the revised fee of £100 for
refurbishment uplifts;

6.4 Notes and approves the description and constituent parts of a refurbishment uplift, and the fee
payable for this type of uplift; and

6.5 Notes and agrees with the principle that promotes the use of the Household Waste Recycling
Centres for the disposal of household items by residents.

HEAD OF ENVIRONMENTL AND ESTATES
Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information on this report, please contact: Jim
Brown, Assistant Business Manager (Waste Management Operations) on 01698 506235
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Nth

Lanarkshire
Coundl

Environmental Services

Health & Safety

C:\Users\raecIa\AppData\LocaI\Microsot\WndowsVlemporary Internet Files\ContentOutlook\QO I AV6NF\Appendix 2 Scrutiny Panel Report Special
Upliftsdoc

Manual Handling Assessment Form (revised May 2013)



General Information: If yes, tick appropriate level o f Controls/Comments (problems
TILE hazard assessment checklist used to risk. occurring from the task and
estimate risk o f hazard; possible remedial actions)

Questions to consider:
LOW MED HIGH

I. The tasks − do they involve:
a − holding loads away from trunk? Y Objects are various sizes and due to the
b − twisting? Y position o f objects in back gardens makes
c − stooping? Y it difficult for lifting to be carried out.
d − reaching upwards? Y Examples seen o f washing lines, garden
e − large vertical movement? Y gates or other obstructions can cause
f − long carrying distances? awkward movements.
g − strenuous pushing or pulling? Y
h − unpredictable movement o f loads?

− repetitive handling? Y
j − insufficient rest or recovery? Y
k − a work rate imposed by a process? Y 12 minutes per load is expected which can
I − handling whilst seated? not always be made. Concerns over staff
rn−working at height? Y shortages and demand.
2. The loads − are they: Loads can be large and bulky. Some are
a −heavy? Y not packed well and /or have sharp edges.
b − bulky / unwieldy? Y
c − difficult to grasp? Y
d − unstable / unpredictable? Y
E − intrinsically harmful (eg sharp/hot)?

3. The working environment − are there:
a − constraints on posture? Y Environments can vary and be
b − poor floors? Y unpredictable dependent on weather
c − variations in levels? Y conditions.
d − hot/cold/humid conditions? Y
e − strong air movements? Y
f − poor lighting conditions? Y

4. Individual capability −does the job:
a − require unusual capability? Y Strenuous lifting over long distances
b − hazard those with a health problem? Y
b − hazard those who are pregnant? Y
c − Young person Y
d Call for special information/training? Y e s some items may have awkward shapes
5. Other factors: Y
a. Is movement or posture hindered by
clothing or personal protective equipment?

Please put any further comments onto
paper and attach them to this form.

After completing this section please continue on to section 3 or 4 71

RESULT OF OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Taking into account the results of Part 3 and Part 4

I LOW I I MEDIUM I I HIGH I

I f required, make recommendations Make recommendations on control
to reduce risk further. (Section 5 ) measures to reduce risks. (Section 2 )

C:\Users\raecla\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\ContentOutlook\QO I AV6NF\Appendix 2 Scrutiny Panel Report Special
tJplifts.doc



COMMENTS

Details o f actions completed above: required to reduce the risk from High/Med to Low in Part 2. (Include pictures/ diagrams to aid
understanding o f actions).

The body o f the vehicle will be fully or partially demounted, when required, as close to point o f access as possible.
When the body o f the vehicle is being raised and lowered, items move to the back o f the skip and restrict access via the rear gates,
therefore, it is not practical to open the rear gates o f the vehicle after performing the first uplift. As a result o f this, operatives tend
to load items over the side o f the skip. All vehicles should be fitted with a side access gate.

Where possible, larger items are broken down into more manageable pieces prior to being lifted onto the vehicle. If an item is out
with the capability o f the operatives, the supervisor is informed and alternative arrangements are made for the item to be uplifted.
I f there are too many items or concerns over lifting then a hiab can be used or alternative arrangements made with the customer.

Items presented inappropriately for collection greatly increase the risk o f injury to crew members when uplifting and customer
service advise the public to leave items packaged appropriately and preferably in the front garden.

P A R T 5 't
SUMMARY o f RECOMMENDATIONS with ACTIONS

( I) Risk Reduction Techniques and actions required from management: list and estimated times required for
completion:

• At times the distance o f carry can be excessive, due to items being stored at the rear o f the building or the
garden. All items must be placed at nearest point o f access, and presented in a manageable manner, i.e.
Carpets rolled up and tied, wood de−nailed and bundled.

• Sack barrows must be available for use on each vehicle.

• Consider an 'on−site' assessment o f uplifts before job lines being issued to crews by supervisor.

• Regular refresher training on manual handling is required especially for those with on going back problems
should consider other lighter duties.

Management to consider changing arrangements for the public to use a service that would reduce H&S risk for
employees.:

1. The location o f items to be only at the front o f the property and if not with easy access by vehicle.

2. The size and quantity reduced to be no more than 5 pieces to avoid excessive loads.

3. No commercial, DIY projects to be collected including kitchens and bathrooms.

4. Use o f hand held devices for taking photographs o f loads could be used by the supervisor so operatives are
not given excessive loads or awkward collection areas.

All above to reviewed by December 2013

( 2 ) I Instruction and Training: manual handling routinely carried out.

C:\Users'raecla\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Ternporary Internet Files\Content.Ou(Iook\QOl AV6NF\Appendix 2 Scrutiny Panel Report Special
Uplifts. doc



( 3 ) I Management review date o f Assessment and Corrective actions to be taken from Section 5 above

The procedure for special uplifts to be reviewed and adjustments made to reduce excessive lifting o f loads. See
below for activities observed during assessment.

Travel o f carry over I OOmeters Large number o f bulky items with awkward shapes

C:\lJsers\raccla\AppData\Local\Microsofl\Windows\Temporary Internet FiIes\Content.Outlook\QOIAV6NF\Appendix 2 Scrutiny Panel Report Special
tJplifts. doe

Awkward positions at back o f garden Commercial waste with excessive load



Special Uplift Update Guidance

May 2014

t x t r a e t s f r o u i Got i i t o t o o r Date, 28 J a 20'14

Approved at Committee 28 Jan 2014

3.1 it is recommended requests arising from refurbishments and home improvements
should attract a realistic charge of £100

.....
The items covered by this proposal would include

building materials such as rubble, slabs, kitchen refurbishments, bathroom refurbishments
and similar materials, subject to assessment by Council Staff.

3.3 It is proposed that special uplifts, when booked, should comprise no more than ten
(10) household items. These items will include any items taken in or out of the house, but not
to include the fabric of the building, or those items identified previously in paragraphs 2.3
and 3.1 above.

3.4 Bags for uplift should not exceed twenty (20) in number, and each bag must not be in
excess of 10kg in weight.

3.6 All items for uplift must he presented at the nearest point to the location that the
vehicle will utilise for the job. This will predominately be at the front of the property,...

Committee Minute extract

Special Uplifts − Proposed Changes to Service Requirements

7. (b)that certain operational requirements, as detailed therein he approved: (c) that the
number of routine uplifts for North Lanarkshire residents he limited to three per annum, and
that the fees for refurbishment uplifts be increased to £100;(d) that the description and
constituent parts of a refurbishment uplift he approved,...

From the above extracts it is clear that.

The decision to implement a charge can be taken by Northline staff and that there is
no requirement for a visit by Waste Management Supervisor (3.1 assessment by
Council Staff)
While since 1 April and for the period between approval and 1 April concentration has
been on the term refurbishment" further reading of the report, recommendation and
committee decision it is clear that the £100 charge covers a wider range of items and
should include.
• All items of kitchen and bathroom renewals, e.g. single bathroom items or kitchen

cupboard.

• Any number of internal/external doors, bundles of wood, flooring, banisters, fixed
radiators, heating systems, boilers and components, solar panels, windows.

• Any bags of rubble, slabs, building material, bundles or large single tree
branches. Bags of garden material would be acceptable or normal uplifts.
However bags of soil would be classed in the same way as bags of rubble.



o Garden sheds, garage door, fencing or similar material from outwith the house.

Note while the above list is not exhaustive in keeping with the principal and
wording of the committee report an element of discretion may be required by staff
receiving the request, for example, shower curtains and poles, single pieces of
wood. Moveable radiators would generally be acceptable items excluded from the
£100 charge.

It is also accepted that items often stored out with the house such as hikes,
garden furniture and garden toys e.g. swings, trampolines would again be
excluded from the £100 charge although they are not normally "taken in and out
of the house" and are not considered household fixtures and fittings.

On implementation of this stricter interpretation of the report it is anticipated that there be an
increase in negative responses or comments from residents placing requests for this service.
Where this is the case and residents are looking for either additional information or to make
a complaint it should be made clear that Northline staff are implementing an approved
Council Policy which can be found by following the link below:

Committee report.

pJ/rnars. northlari.qov. uklxpedio/qroups/public/documents/reportfO8 1393. pdf#xml=http://m
ars. northlan.gov.uk/intradoc−cqi/idc

cqi isapi.cllI?ldcSer'viceGET XML HIGHLIGHT INFO&QueryText=special+uplift+r
p't&Sor1Field=dl nDate&SortOrder=Desc&dDocName=081 3 9 3 g h l i g htTypePdfHiQhliq

Committee minute. − see Page 118

http://mars. riorthian .qov. uklxpedio/qroups/puhlicldocuments/minute/08 1970. pdf#xmlhttp://
mars. northlan .Qov.uk/intradoc−cqi/idc

cqi isapi.dll?ldcServiceGET XML HIGHLIGHT INFO&QuervText=xComrnittee−'−%
3cSubstrinq%3e−:−%60EnvironmentaI+Services%60+%3cAND%3e+xMeetincDate+%3e+%6
001 %2f0 1 %2f20 1 4%60i−%3cAND%3e−i−xMeetinq Date+%3c+%603 1 %2f0 1 %2f2014%60+% 3cAN

D%3e−−%28special+uplift%29&SortField=dlnDate&SortOrder=Desc&dDocName=081 97
0&Hiq j iqhf [ypePdf Highlight

and that any complaint should be made in connection with the policy and not its
implementation by Northline staff.



North Lanarkshire Council Examples of what we will uplift Page 1 of 1

E x a m p l e s o f w h a t w e will uplift

Special uplifts

Examples o f w h a t w e can uplift

materials that can be uplifted are Identified as:

• 3−piece su i tes and ma t t r esses Please ensure that Items are kept dry, as items which are wet through may become too heavy to be removed.

• c a r p e t s Please make sure carpet nails are removed. Carpets and underlay should be cut and tied into manageable rolls.

• Real Chr is tmas t ree Can be uplifted for recycling. Please note all decorations should be removed and that trees will be collected by a dedicated
collection vehicle.

• Sk i r t i ng Please ensure that nails are either removed or hammered (let. Small pieces should be bagged or boxed while larger lengths should be tied
into manageable bundles. All lengths should not exceed 2 metres.

• Wood Please remove or make safe, nails and tie items where possIble.

• Wash ing machines Concrete Inner must be removed. Electrical flax must be removed or taped to appliance. I f removed place inside machine or
normal domestic bin.

• F r i dge / f reeze r and elect r ica l app l iances Flex has to be removed or taped to appliance. i f removed place inside appliance. these will be uplifted by

a separate dedicated collection vehicle in order to comply with disposal legislation.

Examples o f w h a t w e charge t o (uplift

• Slabs Slabs must be capable of being easily lifted. Larger quantities may be uplifted In multiple visits.

• T rees /b ranches Trees or branches must be laid out and tied Is manageable bundles. NB If you have been issued with a bror,n' bin for garden
waste trees and branches will only be collected using the brown bin if they are capable of being contained within the bin, no large trunks.

• Bui lder 's rubble, b r i cks e tc any amount of builders rubble.

• Fencing Item should be cut into manageable lengths or sizes.

• Ki tchen Refu rb ishments Kitchen units, worktop, cupboard doors etc.

• Heat ing Sytems Boilers, Radiators, heating units and components.

• Ba th room Refurb ishments Baths, Shower trays or enclosures, sinks, toilets etc.

• Garden Sheds, Garage doo rs mu t t be dismantled into manageable sections

• flags of Soil

• Wooden/Lanu inate flooring must be tied Into manageable bundles

• W i n d o w s & doors internal, external doors, mirrored wardrobe doors and windows.

Examples o f w h a t w e can't uplift

All of the items listed balm', WILL NOT be uplifted rising this service:

• Asbestos You can contact a Licensed Removal Contractor or Waste Management Services can offer advice. North Lanarkshlre Council will pay for 50%
of the DISPOSAL COST (excluding removal cost) If arranged through the council's approved contractor.

• Car ty res You can take these to your local retailer or Scrap Merchant.

• Car bat ter ies These can be disposed of at the appropriate collection point of one of our civic amenity sites.

• Gas bottles

• Hazardous/spec ia l w a s t e We are unable to lift chemical, liquid and other waste considered hazardous. i f you have hems in this category please
consult a speclalised contractor.

For the above Items (except for asbestos and car tyres), your disposal options Include taking these to ycur local Waste Diseosal andg.ey.(jngSentce,

Request a special (uplift us ing an online form

Please use the 'contact us' box if you have any qrieslions. For more Information, see 'related pages', 'downloads' or 'other useful websites'.

http://eiigage/icmladniin/articles/dopieview.cfm?BrowSei=MSIE&H'lMLEditor=TR,,. 30/07/2014
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R e q u e s t a s p e c i a l uplift

E a c h h o u s e h o l d e r i s e n t i t l e d t o t h r e e f r e e r e q u e s t s e a c h y e a r , d e p e n d i n g o n t h e t y p e o f m a t e r i a l s t o b e uplifted

Charges have been Introduced to the special uplift service for certain items and types of material. To assist residents understand the reasons for
Introducing these charges, click on the link to view the Special Up l i f t Renor t 2014 approved by the Environmental Services Committee, which permitted
the Introduction of these charges.

Customers should take items to their nearest i−tousehold W a s t e Recy.Clitiel Centr whenever possible. Items can be placed into segregated streams and
be recycled effectively.

Each household is entitled to three tree Special Uplifts each year for materials not covered by the charges. Each uplift will be limited to no more than 10
household items or 20 bags.

Requests arising from refurbishments and home Improvements and items which are not normally taken In and out of the house will be subject to a charge
of £100. This Includes items listed below

• Items from bathroom refurbishments, shower trays, baths, sinks, toilets
• tems from kitchen refurbishments, worktops, base units cupboard doors
• Boilers, radiators, lined treating units and components
• Windows & Doors, Internal and external
• Dismantled sheds & garage doors
• Bags of soil
• Wooden and laminate flooring
• Builders rubble

All of the above items can be disposed of and recycled, free of charge, at a l iousel iolel Waste Recycl ing Centr.0.

Items for uplift m u s t be presented at the nearest point of collection for the vehicle, usually at the front of the properly.

Uplifts take place seven days a week. An appointment date will be provided r',heur you make your request.

−[here are no restrictions to the number of WEFE (Fridges and other electrical goods) uplifts, or charges applied, for these types of uplift.

Before requesting a special uplift, please review the l i s t o f i t e m s t h a t can be up l i f ted free of any charges.

Request a special up l i f t us ing an on l i ne form

Too good t o be binned?

Visit Furn i tu re recycl ing orolectS for more Information.

Other ways to request a special uplift

• visit one of our F i r s t Stop Shonc or any Waste Management Depot
• phone us use the 'contact us' box

Visit our scheduling and appointments page below for information on when you can expect your special uplift to be done.

Please use the contact us' box If you have any questions. For more Information, see related pages', 'downloads or 'other useful websites'.

Special uplifts

Snecia l upl i f t schedul ing and appointments

How special uplifts appointments are scheduled

http://engage/icmladmi n/ai't icles/doprcview.cfm?Bi'owset'=MSIE&HTMLEditoi=TR... 30/07/2014


